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Abstract 

We have investigated the microstructural and crystallographic evolution of nanocrystalline 

zirconia under heavy ion irradiation using in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 

have studied the atomic configurations of defect clusters using aberration-corrected scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM). Under heavy ion irradiation the monoclinic-ZrO2 is 

observed to transform into cubic phase, stabilised by the strain induced by irradiation-

induced defect clusters. We suggest that the monoclinic-to-cubic transformation is 

martensitic in nature with an orientation relationship identified to be (100)m∥(100)c and 

[001]m∥[001]c. By increasing the damage dose, both the formation of voids and irradiation-

induced grain growth were observed. A model for the formation of voids is proposed, taking 

defect interactions into consideration. The study has also demonstrated that high resolution 

orientation mapping by transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) combined with in-situ 

irradiation in a TEM is a powerful method to probe the mechanisms controlling irradiation-

induced processes, including grain boundary migration, phase transformations and texture 

evolution. 
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1.  Introduction 

Zirconium dioxide (zirconia, ZrO2) displays three distinct polymorphs; a high-temperature 

cubic phase (c-ZrO2), an intermediate temperature tetragonal phase (t-ZrO2) and a low 

temperature monoclinic phase (m-ZrO2). Because of its resistance to radiation damage, 

zirconia has been proposed as a containment material for radioactive waste [1], a potential 

inert-matrix, nuclear fuel-form for the transmutation burning of surplus plutonium and minor 

actinides [2], and the monoclinic phase is the major product of the corrosion of the zirconium 

alloys used as nuclear fuel cladding. The microstructure of these oxide scales plays an 

important role in controlling the corrosion and hydrogen pickup performance of cladding 

materials in pressurized water nuclear reactors [3, 4]. Because it is found in these safety-

critical applications in the nuclear industry, it is important to understand the response of 

zirconia to irradiation, and how any microstructural changes induced by irradiation can 

influence the properties of the zirconium oxide as a containment material or corrosion 

protection layer. In light water reactor (LWR) UO2 fuels, highly energetic fission fragments like 

60Co, 85Kr and 106Ru are created from the decay processes of 235U [5], and so oxides formed 

on the inner surface of the cladding are exposed to a high flux of energetic fission fragments 

as well as irradiation with neutrons. Thus it is important to consider damage created by heavy 

ion irradiation as well as the more often studied neutron damage processes. 

1.1. Defect evolution under irradiation 

Under irradiation, neutral vacancies and interstitials are created as Frenkel pairs in metals, 

but in ceramic materials more complex charged vacancies and interstitials can be produced; 

including Schottky pairs and both cation (Zri
∙∙∙∙and VZr

"") and anion (Oi
" and VO

∙∙ ) Frenkel pairs [6]. 

The microstructural evolution of ceramic materials under irradiation has also been widely 

reported [7], and some materials share common features with metallic alloys including the 

formation of defect clusters and voids, grain growth and damage-induced phase 

transformations. Although a substantial fraction of the point defects generated by radiation 

damage in solid materials may recombine immediately, the remaining defects are the key to 

understanding the irradiation-induced effects. Calculations on oxide materials with the 

fluorite structure such as UO2, ZrO2 and CeO2 predict that the oxygen defects have 

significantly lower migration barrier energies and hence higher mobilities than cation defects 
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[8, 9]. For instance, the migration energies in c-ZrO2 calculated by Aidhy et al. [9] for Zri
∙∙∙∙, VZr

"", 

Oi
"and VO

∙∙  are 5.9 eV, 6.2 eV, 0.7 eV and 0.3 eV, respectively. Similar modelling results suggest 

that a system with completely separated vacancies has very high energy and is not stable [6], 

and as a result the formation of Schottky defects is favoured [10] by the diffusion of mobile 

anion vacancies to the less-mobile cation vacancies. There have been extensive modelling 

studies on the evolution of point defects in zirconia [9-15], but much less experimental work 

has been done, probably because the point defects in zirconia exist preferentially in very small 

clusters [16] that are very challenging to detect by conventional microscopy techniques. 

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) has been shown useful to study vacancy-

type clusters in zirconia [15, 17], but integrate information from a relatively large volume and 

cannot give local information on the atomic configurations of defects and their clusters, which 

will require the application of advanced electron microscopies.  

Both simulations [18] and experimental studies [19] show that grain boundaries are effective 

sinks for irradiation-induced defects in metallic and oxide materials. When the grain size 

approaches the mean diffusion distance of defects created during the cascade events, the 

role of grain boundaries in the alleviation of radiation damage becomes significant as more 

defects will be absorbed by these sinks. Irradiation-induced grain growth behaviour has 

previously been reported in nanocrystalline c-ZrO2 [20], and described as a defect-driven 

mechanism resulting from the absorption of these defects near the grain boundaries.  

1.2. Phase transformations and stabilisation mechanisms under irradiation 

Irradiation-induced phase transformations in m-ZrO2 have been extensively reported. A 

monoclinic-to-tetragonal transformation under ion irradiation has been described by some 

authors [21-24], while others claim that the transformation is monoclinic-to-cubic [25-28], 

and some [29] report that a crystallographic transformation has occurred without confirming 

the nature of the product. Both the monoclinic-to-cubic and the monoclinic-to-tetragonal 

transformations (or inverse transformations) result in a significant change of the unit cell 

volume (~6% for the monoclinic-to-tetragonal transformation and ~5% for the monoclinic-to-

cubic transformation [30]), and in the nanostructured corrosion products formed on 

zirconium alloys in a nuclear environment this can lead to oxide cracking and degrade the 

overall corrosion performance of these materials [4, 31]. A fundamental understanding of 

phase transformations and the stabilization of metastable phases of zirconia under irradiation 
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is thus important to derive reliable models of the corrosion behaviour of zirconium alloys in 

service.  

The tetragonal and cubic phases are metastable at room temperature, but both modelling 

and experimental results suggest that these phases can be stabilized by oxygen vacancies [32, 

33], stress [34, 35] and cation dopants [36, 37]. The obvious question is which are the 

dominant mechanism(s) that may stabilise these metastable phases under the conditions 

experienced in service. From modelling studies, Fabris et al. [32] and Raza et al. [33] have 

shown that oxygen vacancies alone can stabilise the cubic phase at room temperature 

without the need for any cation doping. Anionic point defects generate stronger strain fields 

than Zr point defects [38], and the structural distortions around oxygen vacancies can affect 

the relative stability of the cubic phase [39, 40]. Incorporating oxygen vacancies at 

concentrations as low as 3 at% is predicted to stabilize the high-temperature cubic phase at 

room temperature [33]. An attempt to quantify the concentration of defects in irradiated 

zirconia using molecular dynamics simulations [41] predicted that a 30 keV Zr recoil can create 

0.0016 displacements per atom (dpa) and ~ 0.08 at% of both interstitials and vacancies in the 

cascade. Most of these irradiation-induced vacancies will recombine with interstitials and 

rapidly annihilate, but a steady state of ~ 0.002 at% vacancies (40% cation vacancies and 60% 

anion vacancies) after the relaxation of a cascade has been proposed [41]. If we assume that 

the concentration of vacancies at steady state increases linearly with the damage level, a 

concentration of 3 at% oxygen vacancies can be achieved at 3 dpa, well within the damage 

levels that can be reached in service (and also easy to simulate using in-situ irradiation 

experiments). An experimental study on the effect of O vacancies on the stability of zirconia 

also suggested that a decrease in O vacancy concentration decreased the stability of 

metastable tetragonal zirconia, and promoted its transformation into the monoclinic phase 

[42]. 

An additional factor to consider is the effect of stress/strain induced in an oxide matrix by 

irradiation defects and their clusters. Experimental evidence showing the stress-stabilization 

of the tetragonal phase has been extensively reported in oxides formed on zirconium alloys 

[34, 35, 43], so that the tetragonal phase is concentrated at the metal-oxide interface where 

the highest levels of compressive stress are generated. Moll et al. [44] have measured 

irradiation-induced strain as a function of fluence in c-ZrO2 irradiated by 4 MeV Au ions, and 
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shown that the small defect clusters formed in the low dose regime (<1015 ions.cm-2) can lead 

to a sharp increase (up to 0.5%) in elastic strain. Using 940 MeV Pb ions to irradiate c-ZrO2, 

Sattonnay et. al. [45] reported the hydrostatic stress increases from 80 to 460 MPa when the 

fluence is increased from 5×1011 to 4×1013 ions.cm−2. The local stress/strain buildup during 

irradiation may also contribute to the stabilization of any irradiation-induced metastable 

phases [46].  

The stabilization of t- and c-ZrO2 phases by using substitutional cation dopants such as CaO, 

MgO and Y2O3 has been extensively studied [47-49]  and the mechanisms are well understood. 

Common nuclear cladding Zr alloys contain 97–99% zirconium, with additional minor 

additions of alloying elements like Sn, Nb, Fe and Cr added to optimize the desired corrosion 

and mechanical properties. Though some of these alloying elements can act as cation dopants 

in zirconium oxides [50], their contribution to stabilizing the metastable phases should be 

rather limited due to their low concentrations, and this mechanism will not be discussed 

further here.  

1.3. Motivations for this study 

Compared to the large body of modelling work on microstructural evolution of zirconia under 

irradiation, detailed experimental characterization of damage processes, especially at the 

atomic scale, are rarely reported. The objectives of this study were to; 

1. follow dynamically (in-situ) the evolution of irradiation-induced defect clusters in 

oxide scales on commercial Zr fuel cladding alloys, and to reveal their atomic 

configurations.  

2. follow in-situ irradiation-induced phase transformations and grain growth as a 

function of irradiation fluence, to reveal the nature of phase transformation products, 

and to discuss the mechanisms stabilising metastable phases under irradiation. 

3. discuss the effect of the irradiation-induced microstructural evolution of these oxide 

scales on the in-service performance of zirconium alloys.  

Realization of these research goals relies heavily on microstructural characterization using 

state-of-art microscopies. We have combined in-situ ion irradiation in a transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) with transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD), atomic-resolution scanning 

transmission electron microscope (STEM) and high-resolution energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
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to characterize irradiation-induced microstructural evolution in a nanocrystalline zirconium 

oxide formed by aqueous corrosion of a Zr-Nb nuclear fuel cladding alloy. This work also 

involved the development of new sample preparation methodologies to provide greater 

sample stability and enable analysis by this range of microscopy techniques.  

2. Experimental procedures 

2.1. Materials and sample preparation 

The samples used in this study were prepared from a Westinghouse Zr-0.5Nb model alloy 

provided as a tube in the recrystallized condition. The material was corroded in an autoclave 

filled with pure water at 360°C and 18 MPa for 210 days to form an oxide of thickness 

approximately 3 µm. Cross-sectional electron transparent foils containing both the oxide layer 

and the metal matrix were prepared using the Focused Ion Beam (FIB) method on a Zeiss 

Crossbeam 540 system with an initial milling current of 7000-300 pA at 30 kV. Recent studies 

have shown that the bombardment of FIB Ga+ ions can also induce the monoclinic to 

tetragonal phase transformation in zirconia especially when the beam energy is higher than 

5 kV [51]. To reduce any surface damage induced by the milling processes at 30 kV, glancing 

incidence FIB polishing was performed at 5 kV, 200 pA and 10° incident angle as suggested by 

[51, 52] and to a uniform sample thickness of ~50 nm. It is important to achieve samples as 

thin as this in order to get analysable Kikuchi patterns from TKD analysis of nanocrystalline 

materials [53]. Specimens for in-situ ion irradiation experiments were prepared using an 

improved strategy to avoid irradiation-induced specimen bending at high damage levels. A 

detailed description of this sample preparation methodology can be found in the 

supplementary information. Figure 1 shows an example of a TEM foil prepared following 

these procedures. The improved specimen geometry stability allows a single specimen to be 

transported without risk of damage, and to be characterized by a combination of techniques, 

in-situ TEM, STEM/EDX, TKD and even NanoSIMS [54], to correlate observations of dynamic 

irradiation-damage processes with the irradiation-induced evolution of local crystallographic 

orientation and micro-chemistry in exactly the same region. 
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Figure 1 SEM secondary electron image at 5 kV showing an example of a thin TEM specimen 

containing both zirconium oxide and metal matrix prepared using FIB to have improved 
mechanical robustness. 

To compare irradiation-induced effects in corrosion scales on similar alloys by heavy ions and 

by neutrons, we have also prepared and characterised TEM foils containing the oxide layers 

from a 2000-day autoclave-corroded (300°C, 10 MPa, D2O, pH25°C=10.5 LiOD) material and a 

sample that has been exposed in the Halden test reactor for 2700 days (1022 n.cm-2, ~8 dpa in 

the top part of the oxide, 325°C, 10 MPa, D2O, pH25°C =10.5 LiOD). Both of these samples are 

Zr-2.5Nb cladding materials provided by Canadian Nuclear Laboratories (CNL). 

2.2. In-situ irradiation in the transmission electron microscope 

In-situ irradiation experiments were conducted at the University of Huddersfield on the 

Microscope and Ion Accelerator for Materials Investigation (MIAMI) facility [55] using 700 keV 

Kr2+ ions up to a fluence of 1.9×1016 ions.cm-2 at a rate of 1-5×1012 ions.cm-2.s-1 at room 

temperature. The damage rate in terms of displacement per atom per second (dpa.s-1) and 

the residual Kr concentration was estimated using SRIM 2013 [56] by simulating 999,999 

incident ions, selecting the Kinchin-Pease damage cascade mode and displacement energies 

set to 80 eV and 120 eV for Zr and O according to experimental measurements in [57]. More 

details about SRIM settings can be found in supplementary information and Figure S2. The 

calculated dpa rate is ~0.0005-0.0025 dpa.s-1 (~1-5×1012 ions.cm-2.s-1), and the average 

residual Kr concentration in the thin foil is estimated to be ~0.05 at% at a fluence of 1.9×1016 

ions.cm-2. The nuclear and electron stopping powers calculated by SRIM are 0.7 keV.nm-1 and 
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0.3 keV.nm-1, respectively, and the detailed damage profile and Kr concentration distribution 

calculated by SRIM for the maximum fluence used here are shown in Figure 2. 

Kr and Xe are two of the most abundant gaseous fission products created in LWR UO2 fuels, 

with a total yield of around 0.3 atoms/fission [58]. The mean kinetic energies of Kr and Xe 

created during fission events are of the order of 100 MeV/atom [59]. In the fuel the kinetic 

energy of these species is lost primarily via electron excitations, and most of the atoms/ions 

will form gas bubbles within the fuel matrix. However some will escape into the fuel-to-

cladding gap [58], leading to the implantation of Kr and Xe with a wide range of kinetic 

energies from a few eV to tens of MeV into the inner cladding surface.   

 
Figure 2 Damage profile and residual Kr concentration in the sample calculated by SRIM for 

a fluence of 1.9×1016 ions.cm-2. 

Cavities such as voids and bubbles can be easily imaged using Fresnel contrast in the 

conventional TEM in bright-field mode [60] and this contrast originates from the difference 

in the inner potential of the matrix and the cavity and depends on effective thickness 

variations in the direction of the incident electron beam. Contrast of Fresnel fringes around 

the periphery of a cavity is inverted on over- and under-focused images which was used to 

characterise the irradiation induced bubbles/voids during in-situ irradiation.  

In-situ TEM is a powerful tool in determining the underlying mechanism governing the 

evolution of defects and microstructure in materials in real time. However, it is very time-

consuming to extract from in-situ TEM images statistical information on grain size, phase 
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fractions and crystalline orientations. To help overcome this problem, we have combined in-

situ irradiation in TEM with TKD. To reduce any surface roughness and contamination induced 

during the in-situ irradiation processes, both surfaces of in-situ irradiated foils were polished 

using glancing incidence FIB at 5 kV, 200 pA and 10° incident angle for a few seconds before 

TKD and STEM analysis.  

 

2.3. Transmission Kikuchi diffraction 

The recently developed on-axis TKD technique has been demonstrated to have the capability 

to generate simultaneously high resolution results on grain morphology and crystal 

orientation [61]. By using an electron-transparent thin TEM foil instead of a bulk sample, the 

lateral resolution of TKD can be improved to ~3 nm, making this technique particularly 

suitable for the study of the phase distribution and crystallography of complex nano-scale 

materials [62]. In this study, we have tracked the crystal orientation and phase evolution 

under irradiation by analysing the same regions before and after irradiation. Due to the 

surface sensitivity nature of TKD analysis, which can lead to different grain structures even on 

the same specimen when opposite sides of a TEM foil are facing the incident electron beam 

[53], care has been taken to ensure the same side of a specimen was analysed on both 

occasions.  

TKD characterization was carried out on a Zeiss Merlin FEG-SEM system equipped with a 

Bruker OPTIMUSTM TKD head and an e-flash high resolution Electron Backscatter Diffraction 

(EBSD) detector. More information about the TKD configurations can be found in [63]. The 

accelerating voltage was set to 30 kV and a probe current of 1.5 nA used to acquire Kikuchi 

patterns with resolution 320×200 using a pixel time of 9.3 ms. A step size of 5 nm was used 

to enable the characterisation of nano-crystalline grains. Consistent mapping parameters 

were used for all the maps to avoid artefacts that can be induced by changing imaging 

conditions. All the TKD maps were further cleaned using the Oxford Instruments HKL Channel 

5 software package to remove isolated pixels that were incorrectly indexed or not solved. The 

crystallographic information used in identifying the phase distribution in the samples is 

summarized in Table S1 in the supplementary information. 
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2.4. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Post-irradiation specimens were characterised using TEM and STEM to identify 

crystallographic features. TEM bright field (BF) observations and selected area diffraction 

(SAD) was performed using a JEOL JEM-3000F operating at 300 kV. Energy dispersive X-ray 

(EDX) spectra to identify the nano-chemistry of defect clusters were acquired on a JEOL JEM-

ARM200F STEM operated at 200 kV with a convergence angle of 30 mrad and a collection 

angle of 40 mrad. The average thickness of the region of interest was measured using the t/λ 

method suggested by Malis et. al. [64], and in the bulk oxide regions is 49 ± 5 nm, while the 

edges of the cracks always found in these corrosion scales are thinner at 15 ± 2 nm.  

High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy can image 

individual atoms at an atomic resolution [65]. At high angles the dominant signal is from 

Rutherford scattering and the intensity of each pixel in the image will be proportional to tρZ2, 

where t is the foil thickness, ρ is the density and Z is the average atomic number [66]. When 

applied in a restricted zone-axis orientation, the HAADF image can reveal the atomic structure 

of defect clusters from the Z contrast. Atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM imaging was carried 

on an aberration-corrected JEOL JEM-ARM300F STEM at the electron Physical Science 

Imaging Centre (ePSIC) at the Diamond Light Source with an ultra-high spatial resolution of 

approximately 0.55 Å using 300 kV accelerating voltage and 9 cm camera length (the HAADF 

detector collection angle is between 77 and 209 mrad). HAADF images were noise-filtered 

using a lattice enhanced filter without removing background [67]. A comparison between the 

raw and filtered images can be found in supplementary Figure S3. Geometric phase analysis 

(GPA) [68] of atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM images was performed to reveal the strain 

distribution around defect clusters using an open source program Strain++ 

(https://jjppeters.github.io/Strainpp/). 

3. Experimental Results 

3.1. In-situ observation of irradiation-induced phase transformation 

In this study, the zirconium oxides grown by autoclave corrosion were observed to have a 

high resistance to irradiation-induced amorphisation up to a fluence of 1.9 × 1016 ions.cm-2 at 

1012 ions.cm-2.s-1, but a gradual evolution of microstructure in the bulk oxide can be seen in 

https://jjppeters.github.io/Strainpp/
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long term in-situ irradiation experiments as shown in Figure 3. Strong diffraction contrast can 

be seen in the pre-irradiation sample, Figure 3 (a), arising from the characteristic 

nanocrystalline grain structure in a corrosion scale grown under simulated reactor conditions, 

and the complex SAD patterns are also characteristic of the textured zirconium oxide layer 

[69, 70]. The diffraction contrast in the bright-field micrographs gradually changed under 

irradiation and we observed fewer but brighter spots in the diffraction patterns. Indications 

of localized grain growth in the oxide under irradiation were observed in the in-situ TEM 

images, but the areas examined are small and grain boundaries in some regions are no longer 

discernible, so no conclusive results on the change in microstructure could be obtained from 

this kind of images. 

 
Figure 3 Bright-field TEM images and corresponding selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns 
showing the microstructural evolution of the oxide under 700 keV Kr2+ irradiation: (a) 0 dpa, 

(b) 3 dpa, 5.6×1015 ions.cm-2 and (c) 10 dpa, 1.9×1016 ions.cm-2. 

Irradiation-induced phase transformations can be studied from the evolution of diffraction 

patterns like those shown in Figure 3. However, these patterns are formed by diffraction from 

only a limited number of individual small oxide grains and, especially when there is strong 

crystallographic texture [71], can be difficult to interpret. To make them easier to index, the 

patterns were rotationally averaged using the Difftool developed by Michell [72], which 
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transforms the two-dimensional electron diffraction pattern into a one-dimensional profile 

similar to a normal X-ray diffraction pattern, Figure 4. The background in these diffraction 

profiles was subsequently removed using the OriginPro software package. For ease of 

comparison, simulated diffraction patterns are also shown in Figure 4 (a) for m-ZrO2, t-ZrO2 

and c-ZrO2, generated using the CrystalMaker and CrystaDiffract software packages using the 

standard lattice parameters summarized in Table S1 in the supplementary information. 

Indexing and interpretation of the experimental SAD patterns can then be conducted through 

a direct comparison with the simulated diffraction profiles.  

Typical rotationally averaged in-situ diffraction patterns acquired at different damage levels 

are presented in Figure 4 (b). As we would expect, the pre-irradiation profile matches well 

with the pattern simulated for m-ZrO2, in agreement with previous studies showing that more 

than 97% of the oxide in thin TEM lamella lifted out from oxides formed on water-corroded 

Zr alloys is monoclinic [62, 71]. Some peaks from the monoclinic phase are missing in the 

experimental spectrum as a result of the strong oxide texture. At 3 dpa, some of the strong 

peaks from the monoclinic phase, e.g. (011)m and (112)m, decrease in intensity, and after 10 

dpa all the peaks characteristic of the monoclinic phase have disappeared, Figure 4 (b), 

indicating that the monoclinic phase has transformed wholly into another phase.  
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Figure 4 (a) Simulated electron diffraction profiles from different polymorphs of ZrO2. (b) 

Rotationally averaged experimental diffraction patterns from specimens irradiated by 700 
keV Kr2+ at room temperature to different damage levels – from top to bottom: pre-

irradiation (0 dpa), 5.6x1015 ions.cm-2 (3 dpa) and (c) 1.9x1016 ions.cm-2 (10 dpa). 

Due to the similarity between the crystal structures of t-ZrO2 and c-ZrO2  [73], it is challenging 

to determine the crystalline nature of the product phase using this SAD data, as can be seen 

in Figure 4 (a) with several peaks overlapping. The evolution in diffraction peak intensity is 

clearly dependent on damage dose, as shown in Figure 4 (b), but it is hard from this SAD data 

to extract quantitative values for the fractions of the different phases because factors such as 
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variations in electron beam illumination intensity and sample bending can also induce 

changes in relative peak intensity. We have thus used TKD analysis, with its higher angular 

resolution [74, 75] on these ion-irradiated samples to generate statistically significant 

information simultaneously on grain morphology, crystallographic phase and orientation. 

3.2. Phase identification and grain size evolution under irradiation 

Figure 5 shows pattern quality and phase maps of specimens in-situ irradiated to different 

doses at room temperature. The crystal structure information used here for TKD indexing (see 

Table S1 in the supplementary information) is the same as for SAD indexing. In the pre-

irradiation oxide film, most of the small aligned columnar grains are found to be m-ZrO2, and 

a small volume fraction (~2.5%) of t-ZrO2 grains are found scattered throughout the oxide as 

expected [62, 71], Figure 5 (a) and (d). This tetragonal phase fraction is significantly lower 

than reported by bulk measurements by X-ray diffraction analysis where studies of oxide 

layers formed on similar alloys reported the tetragonal phase fraction to lie in the range 3–

15% [34, 76]. The non-destructive nature of these measurements should preserve the stress 

state in the oxide, while stress relaxation is expected to occur during the preparation of thin 

TEM samples which allows relaxation of some of the stress-stabilized tetragonal grains into 

the equilibrium monoclinic phase [35]. Significantly, the phases in this pre-irradiation 

specimen are indexed with high confidence as monoclinic and tetragonal (not cubic) in 

agreement with previous studies [62, 77].  

Both the grain morphology and the phase distribution are observed to change substantially 

under irradiation, and the volume fractions of indexed oxide phases at different doses are 

summarized in Table 1. After 4 dpa, the majority of the oxide film has already transformed 

into the cubic phase and only a few surviving m-ZrO2 grains can be seen, Figure 5 (e). After 10 

dpa the volume fraction of surviving m-ZrO2 is 0.4%. A similar fraction of tetragonal phase is 

observed in both the 4 dpa and 10 dpa specimens but, instead of being observed as clearly 

identified small grains like those in the pre-irradiation oxide, the pixels identified as a 

tetragonal phase in the post-irradiation maps shown in Figure 5 (e) and (f), are mostly isolated 

at the grain boundaries– possibly as a result of pattern overlap and mis-indexing. After 4 dpa, 

many small grains can still be seen in the regions containing a mixture of c-ZrO2 and 

untransformed m-ZrO2, but after 10 dpa the average c-ZrO2 grain size has increased quite 

significantly as shown by comparing Figure 5 (b) and (c). This kind of irradiation-induced grain 
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growth behaviour has previously been reported in nanocrystalline c-ZrO2 [20], and has been 

described as a defect-driven mechanism resulting from the absorption of the cascade defects 

near the grain boundaries. From these observations we conclude that the monoclinic-to-cubic 

transformation occurs in the early stages of irradiation, with the nucleation initially of small 

cubic grains and once the monoclinic to cubic transformation is complete then grain growth 

can proceed.  

 
Figure 5 TKD pattern quality and phase maps from typical regions of in-situ irradiated Zr 

oxide specimens. (a and d) 0 dpa, (b and e) 4 dpa, 7.4x1015 ions.cm-2 and (c and f) 10 dpa, 
1.9x1016 ions.cm-2. 

Table 1 TKD indexed phase fractions and grain size measured at different damage levels 

  0 dpa 4 dpa 10 dpa 

Monoclinic 97.5% 10.5% 0.4% 

Tetragonal 2.5% 4.1% 4.4% 

Cubic 0 85.4% 95.2% 

Horizontal grain size (nm) 63±6 66±11 100±20 

Vertical grain size (nm) 140±30 76±13 160±50 

Aspect ratio (vertical/horizontal) 2.3 1.1 1.7 
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As well as providing information about grain and phase distributions, TKD analysis also has 

the capability to analyse orientation relationships. The same region of oxide has been mapped 

by TKD before and after irradiation, with the corresponding pattern quality and phase maps 

shown in Figure 6 along with orientation maps for grains of both monoclinic and cubic phases. 

The alignment of low index poles of parent and product phases have been compared 

systematically in 3-dimensions to reveal their orientation relationships. Examples of 

contoured maps of the distribution of the (100)c, [001]c poles of c-ZrO2 and the (100)m, [001]m 

poles of m-ZrO2 are plotted in Figure 6 (c) for the same region pre and post irradiation. 

Contoured pole figures from the whole region in the pre-irradiation specimen and the post-

irradiation specimen are shown in supplementary Figure S4. It can be seen that (100)m and 

[001]m are aligned with one of the corresponding poles or directions in the c-ZrO2, indicating 

a (100)m ∥ (100)c and [001]m ∥ [001]c crystallographic relationship in agreement with the 

prediction of Cayron et al. [78]. 

 
Figure 6 TKD pattern quality, phase maps and pole figures with stereographic projections 

(half width 5°) of the same region before and after in-situ irradiation: (a) 0 dpa, (b) 4 dpa at 
7.4x1015 ions.cm-2. 

3.3. Evolution of irradiation-induced defects 

Figure 7 shows a set of Fresnel contrast TEM images taken during the in-situ irradiation 

experiment. A high density of small features with black/white contrast can be seen in the 

irradiated samples, Figure 7 (b and c). The EDX and HAADF-STEM results shown in Figure 8-

10 indicate these small features are mainly composed of vacancies, or clusters of vacancies, 

and for convenience these will simply be called voids below. Continuous growth of the voids 
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is seen with increasing dose, and at 10 dpa the average diameter is ~1.5 nm as shown in Figure 

7 (c).  

 
Figure 7 Fresnel contrast (top row Δf=500 nm over-focus, bottom row Δf=500 nm under-

focus) bright-field TEM images of the same region showing the formation of voids at 
different in-situ irradiation doses; (a) 0 dpa, (b) 1 dpa, 1.9x1015 ions.cm-2 and (c) 10 dpa, 

1.9x1016 ions.cm-2. Examples of voids are highlighted by yellow circles in images of the 1 dpa 
and 10 dpa samples. 

Under our in-situ irradiation conditions, a high density of vacancies can be formed at an early 

irradiation stage, e.g. after 1.9×1015 ions.cm-2 (1 dpa), and these can condense to form small 

voids as shown in Figure 7 (b). This damage level is achievable in in-service nuclear cladding 

materials, and an example of similar small voids observed by the Fresnel imaging technique 

in the oxide on an in-reactor corroded Zr sample is shown in supplementary Figure S5 (b). 

These features were not observed in the autoclave-corroded samples after similar corrosion 

times, as can be seen in Figure S5 (a).  

Extended ion tracks can be produced in ceramics irradiated by heavy ions with energies of 

hundreds to thousands of MeV, but only in materials with relatively high electronic stopping 

powers [79]. In our study, the electronic stopping power is estimated by SRIM to be only ~0.3 

keV.nm-1 and the incident ion energy is much lower so we believe that these irradiation-

induced features are voids rather than ion tracks. The formation of inert gas bubbles in 
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materials irradiated with He or Kr has been reported previously [7, 80] and will show 

essentially same contrast under Fresnel imaging conditions, but we believe that the voids 

seen in this study do not contain sufficient gas to be classed as bubbles. Based on Fell and 

Murphy’s calculation [81], at least 50 gas atoms are required to nucleate bubbles 0.5 nm in 

diameter. As mentioned earlier, around 99% of the implanted 700 keV Kr2+ ions should pass 

through TEM foils that are 15-50 nm in thickness, and after a dose of 1 dpa (1.9×1015 ions.cm-

2) the residual concentration of Kr is estimated to be 0.005 at%.  Using these values, the ratio 

of the number of retained Kr ions to the number of observed voids can thus be estimated to 

be <1, far below that required to identify the features we observe as Kr bubbles. This is also 

confirmed by the EDX spectra in Figure 8 taken from two adjacent regions, one containing at 

least one void and the other avoiding all the obvious voids. The same analysis conditions (pixel 

size, dwell time and mapping area) are chosen so that these two spectra have similar 

background intensities. A small gallium peak is observed due to Ga implantation during FIB 

sample preparation, and the Cu peaks are the result of fluorescence from the Cu-supporting 

grid. No detectable signal from Kr was observed, and the intensities of the Zr and O signals 

from the region covering the void features are ~20% lower than those from the nearby matrix. 

With an average void diameter of 1.5 nm and a foil thickness of 15 nm these observations 

could be explained by the superposition of two voids through the foil thickness.  

 
Figure 8 HAADF-STEM image showing irradiation-induced voids and EDX spectra from a void 

and an adjacent region of the matrix in the 10 dpa specimen (voids are darker in the dark 
field mode because the surrounding area has a higher average atomic mass). 

HAADF-STEM images showing the atomic structure around these voids are presented in 

Figure 9 and 10. A simulated HAADF-STEM image along [002] in the c-ZrO2 structure showing 

the positions of Zr, O and interstitial sites is shown in Figure 9 (a). Zr atoms are brighter in this 

dark field mode because they have higher atomic mass than O atoms. This HAADF image was 
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simulated with Dr. Probe software [82] with overexposure contrast to enhance the visibility 

of O atomic positions. The 3-dimensional model of the c-ZrO2 crystal shown in Figure 9 (b) 

was built using CrystalMaker® and the fluorite structure and space group Fm3̅m, Wyckoff 

positions of O atoms at 8c sites at (1/4 1/4 1/4) and (1/4 1/4 3/4) adopting simple cubic 

packing, Zr at 4a sites at (0 0 0), and interstitials at 4b sites (in grey) or 24d sites (in blue) [83]. 

A 2-dimensional image of this structure along [200] is superimposed on the simulated HAADF 

image in Figure 9 (a). The experimentally acquired HAADF-STEM image along [200] from a 

region of the 10 dpa specimen containing a void in Figure 9 (c) shows a very similar contrast 

to the simulated image, but the atomic columns at the location of the void show darker 

contrast compared to the surrounding matrix. In this kind of image, the intensity in each 

atomic column scales with the average atomic number Z, and darker contrast thus identifies 

columns containing a high concentration of vacant sites as expected if a void is buried in the 

sample thickness. An intensity profile along the [011̅] direction crossing the void region is 

plotted in Figure 9 (d). The high-intensity peaks correspond to Zr atomic columns at 4a 

Wyckoff positions, and the lowest-intensity regions correspond to the overlapping locations 

of O atomic columns at 8c Wyckoff positions and interstitial sites at 24d Wyckoff positions 

(when imaged along [200], the O atoms at 8c sites and 24d Wyckoff positions are 

superimposed). Some columns in these low-intensity regions show significantly brighter 

contrast than expected, as shown in Figure 9 (d), suggesting that these contain extra atoms 

on interstitial positions. Considering the Z-contrast dominated nature of HAADF images [66], 

these are likely to be Zr interstitials. In addition, some of Zr columns away from the void region 

show brighter contrast in the HAADF-STEM images in both Figure 9 (c) and 10 (a). A line profile 

showing intensities of these brighter Zr columns is presented in supplementary Figure S3(c), 

and this excess contrast may originate from interstitial defects occupying the 4b sites.  
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Figure 9 (a) Simulated HAADF image oriented along [200] with overexposure contrast 

showing the atomic positions. Zr atoms are brighter in the dark field mode because they 
have a higher atomic mass than O atoms. The crystal model showing Zr (green), O (red) and 
interstitial (grey: 4b, blue:24d) sites is superimposed on the image. (b) Crystal model of c-

ZrO2 showing atomic and interstitial positions. (c) Experimental HAADF image oriented along 
[200] acquired from the 10 dpa specimen. An irradiation-induced void is highlighted by the 
white dashed circle. Voids are darker because the surrounding area has a higher average 

atomic mass. (d) Intensity line profile along [011̅] from the line highlighted in (c). 
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Figure 10 (a) Experimental HAADF image acquired along [002] from the 10 dpa specimen. 
The Fourier vectors selected for geometric phase analysis are shown as g1 and g2. (b) Low-

Pass Fourier transformation filtered HAADF image showing the locations of irradiation-
induced voids. (c) Strain components 𝜀yy derived by GPA, the green contour lines indicate 

the locations where the calculated strain level is 0. (d) Line profiles showing the local strain 
around an irradiation-induced void along the paths marked in (b) and (c). The white dashed 

rectangles in (a) and (c) highlight a region containing an edge dislocation. 

Strain distributions around these voids were also investigated using the GPA method [68]. The 

HAADF-STEM image from the 10 dpa specimen used for GPA analysis is shown in Figure 10 (a) 

with its Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). By applying a low-pass filter, the locations and 

morphologies of several voids are highlighted in Figure 10 (b). The (002) and (020) spots were 

chosen for geometric phase analysis, and masks of size 1.9 nm-1 in Fourier space were placed 

around these spots to isolate them as shown in Figure 10 (a). The GPA generates strain maps 
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with colour contours that directly illustrate the locations of regions with relative strains. 

Defining the x-axis parallel to [020] and the y-axis parallel to [002], the calculated strain field 

along the y-direction is shown in Figure 10 (c). The colour scale indicates strain changes 

ranging from −0.1% to +0.1%, with the blue regions having negative strains closely matching 

the regions with dark contrast in the filtered HAADF image in Figure 10 (b), revealing the local 

compressive strains induced by the voids. An edge dislocation can be seen in the upper left 

corner in the HAADF image in Figure 10 (a), and the local compression/tension regions can 

also be seen at the same location in Figure 10 (c), as expected. The magnitude of the strain 

levels for a single edge dislocation calculated using the GPA method in this study is close to 

that calculated by the high-angular resolution TKD (HR-TKD) method in pure tungsten [75]. 

The line profiles in Figure 10 (d) from the marked locations in (b) and (c) again show the co-

location of an irradiation-induced void and a region with significant compressive strain.  

4. Discussion 

4.1. Irradiation-induced phase transformation and grain growth 

The results presented above show that nano-crystalline m-ZrO2 grains in a thin TEM are 

transformed into the higher symmetry cubic phase under in-situ ion irradiation, without any 

evidence for the formation of an intermediate tetragonal phase. The mechanisms of phase 

transformations between the different phases of zirconia upon deformation or thermal 

treatment have been widely studied [84-87], but this kind of direct transformation from the 

monoclinic to cubic structures has only been observed under irradiation [25-28] and is 

supposed to occur in a displacive manner [29, 46, 88]. To explore the nature of this 

transformation it is necessary to analyze the orientation relationship between the two phases, 

which was predicted to be (100)m∥(100)c and [001]m∥[001]c [78] and confirmed in this work. 

In Figure S6 in the supplementary information, we show the reconstructed atomic 

arrangements of the (100) planes in the monoclinic and cubic phases, respectively, and a high 

degree of coherency can be achieved at a (100)m∥(100)c interface. Transformation from the 

monoclinic to cubic phase induces a strain of approximately -4.7% along [001]m, which is 

parallel with [001]c, and -2.7% along the [010]m direction. Since an angular misfit exists 

between [001]m and [100]c (βm=99.25° and βc=90°) a larger strain might be expected along 

[100]m. In other words, c-ZrO2 can be obtained from the monoclinic phase by a uniform shear 
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transformation along [001]m plus small contractions along the three principal axes. The 

transformed high-temperature c-ZrO2 phase can then be stabilized by strain fields induced by 

a high density of irradiation-induced defect clusters [46] as discussed below.  

4.2. Structure of irradiation-induced defect clusters 

In this work, we have focussed on the atomic structure and formation mechanisms of 

irradiation-induced defects. Our experimental results show a high density of void-like features 

that we identify as vacancy clusters in agreement with previous modelling studies [9, 10]. As 

discussed in section 1.1, O defects (vacancies VO
∙∙  and interstitials Oi

" ) have much lower 

migration activation energies than Zr defects [9], so a substantial fraction of the mobile O 

vacancies created during the displacement spike will migrate to immobile Zr vacancies to form 

Schottky defects centred on the Zr lattice positions.  These defects can then condense to form 

the voids detected as Zr atomic columns with darker contrast in the Z-contrast HAADF-STEM 

images in Figure 9 and 10. Increasing the irradiation dose will create more Schottky defects, 

and lead to the continuous growth of the voids shown in Figure 7. 

Our analysis of the irradiated samples using aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM at atomic 

resolution suggests the formation of interstitial defects, Figure 9, in agreement with previous 

work on heavy ion irradiated nano-structured zirconia [11, 12]. Due to high activation energy 

for migration of these interstitials [9], especially Zri
∙∙∙∙, they are rather immobile and, if created 

far enough from sinks, most interstitials will exist as isolated defects like those we have 

observed, or in small clusters (previous modelling studies indicate the largest stable 

interstitial cluster in zirconia is consistently between three and four interstitials regardless of 

Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA) energies [16]). In most modelling studies on the incorporation 

of interstitials into fluorite-structured oxides (ZrO2, CeO2 and UO2), only the 4b Wyckoff 

positions (Fm3̅m structure) are taken into account [10, 89, 90]. However, our experimental 

results indicate the 24d Wyckoff positions or vacant oxygen sites at 8c sites may also be 

favourable for interstitial occupation. A recent modelling study on cubic zirconia shows that 

the 24d and 4b sites have similar incorporation energies for iodine interstitials [83].  

In agreement with previous work [89, 91, 92], we find that the observed defect clusters 

significantly distort the nearby lattice, Figure 10. The measured local lattice strain is ~-0.03% 

around the voids in the zirconia specimen irradiated to 10 dpa. The number density and size 
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of these voids increase with irradiation dose, leading to a buildup of lattice strain that can 

stabilise the high temperature cubic phase [46].  

4.3. Relevance of this study for in-service performance of Zr alloys 

Under typical in-reactor conditions the neutron-induced damage rate is of the order of 10-7 

dpa.s–1 [93], 4 orders of magnitude lower than that induced by ion irradiation in the current 

study. As a result, the formation of the monoclinic and a small fraction of tetragonal phase is 

normally reported in the outer surface oxides of the cladding [69, 70] rather than the cubic 

phase reported here. In service, however, both the outer and inner cladding surfaces are 

progressively oxidised by oxygen containing species from the coolant water or fuel pellets [3, 

28]. The oxide layers in both locations can degrade the thermal and mechanical properties of 

fuel rods and limit their lifetime, so it is important to understand their evolution under 

irradiation in order to improve the modelling of rod behaviour in the reactor.  In order to 

increase the resistance of the cladding to pellet cladding interactions, a pure Zr liner (or a 

layered structure with pure Zr as one of the layers, e.g. TRICLAD) is often coated on the inner 

cladding surface [94], and we note that the formation of cubic zirconia has been observed on 

this inner cladding surface [28] of Zr alloys in high burnup boiling water reactor (BWR) fuels. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the oxides formed on the inner surface of the cladding are 

exposed to a high flux of energetic ions from decay processes as well as irradiation with 

neutrons [5]. Nogita et. al. [28] used XRD to examine the oxides formed on the Zr liner 

cladding surface irradiated to burnups of 15, 27 and 42 GWd.t-1 and found the oxides were 

initially monoclinic, but after high burnups, all of them had transformed into the cubic 

structure. More recently, Lach et. al. [95] used precession electron diffraction (PED) – a TEM-

based technique similar to TKD - to analyse the Zr liner cladding surface irradiated to a burnup 

of 70 GWd.t-1 and found the oxide layer contained multiple phases that depend on oxide 

depth, with what were identified as large tetragonal ZrO2 grains in the outer 5-6 µm, a mixture 

of tetragonal and monoclinic in the middle and small monoclinic grains close to the zirconium 

metal matrix. However PED has a relatively low angular resolution compared with TKD [74, 

75] and it is thus challenging to distinguish grains of cubic and tetragonal ZrO2. The ongoing 

corrosion process means that the levels of irradiation damage accumulated in the oxide layer 

depends on when the oxide was formed, and means that the earlier the oxides are formed 

the more damage they will have accumulate. It is also reported that ~98% of the fission 
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products (e.g. 60Co, 85Kr and 106Ru) have a penetration depth less than 10 μm into the fuel 

cladding [5], so that the most intense irradiation damage will occur in the outer oxide on the 

inner surface of the cladding. As a result, irradiation-induced phase transformations and grain 

growth processes are most likely to be stimulated in this location, as observed in [95]. Our 

results demonstrate that the stabilisation of c-ZrO2 can be achieved solely by the 

accumulation of irradiation-induced defects under in-situ heavy ion irradiation, and hence we 

propose that a mechanism based on  defects induced by the high flux of fission fragments and 

neutrons can explain the stabilisation of the cubic oxide phase at the inner surface of the 

cladding under in-reactor conditions without the need to invoke any chemical doping effect 

by  implanted fission products [96]. 

Radiation damage in the outer surface oxides of the cladding is mainly induced by neutrons 

and thus the accumulated damage in the oxides on the outer cladding surface is lower than 

the inner surface. However, we have also shown a high density of irradiation-induced voids 

can be formed in this oxide on a long-term in-reactor corroded Zr samples, Figure S5, so the 

possibility of radiation-induced stabilisation of the cubic oxide phase thus needs to be 

considered when developing future cladding alloys for very high burnups. The stabilization of 

metastable oxide phases has been reported to be important in controlling the corrosion 

performance of Zr alloys [4, 31, 43]. If the stabilisation conditions fail, the tetragonal to 

monoclinic (or cubic to monoclinic) transformation will take place, and nano-scale cracks and 

porosity can be created as a consequence of the ∼6% volume change creating fast ingress 

routes for oxygen containing species, thus reducing the protective nature of the oxide film 

and accelerating the rate of hydrothermal degradation [31, 97].  

5. Conclusions 

The present study has made extensive use of advanced in-situ damage and microstructural 

analysis techniques to study irradiation damage in zirconium oxides formed by the corrosion 

of zirconium fuel cladding alloys with an unprecedented level of detail. High-resolution TKD 

orientation mapping was used in combination with in-situ irradiation in the TEM for the first 

time. TKD can clearly show the evolution of grain size, texture and phase content in irradiated 

nanocrystalline materials, which is challenging for TEM techniques. By using HAADF-STEM 

analysis the atomic configurations of irradiation-induced defect clusters in zirconia have also 
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been resolved. This combination of analytical microscopies has been shown to be a powerful 

method to probe the fundamental mechanisms controlling irradiation-induced changes in 

nanostructured materials. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results presented 

above; 

1. Irradiation-induced formation of voids, phase transformations and grain growth have 

all been observed in m-ZrO2 oxide scales on a model nuclear zirconium alloy. The 

product of the irradiation-induced phase transformation under in-situ heavy ion-

irradiation conditions is the high-temperature cubic phase rather than the tetragonal 

phase that has been previously reported. The transformation is martensitic in nature 

and, from consideration of the observed (100)m∥(100)c and [001]m∥[001]c orientation 

relationship between the parent and product phases, could occur by uniform shear 

along one of the principal axes of the m-ZrO2 structure and contraction along the three 

principal axes. We also suggest that the stabilization of the cubic structure can be 

explained by the build-up of strain caused by irradiation-induced voids. 

2. In-reactor materials are exposed to a high flux of energetic ions as well as the more 

often studied neutron damage. This study shows that heavy ion irradiation with Kr 

ions is a useful proxy to study the radiation damage from fission products. These 

results provide insights into the mechanism controlling irradiation-induced phase 

transformations and grain growth phenomenon particularly in the oxides formed on 

the inner surface of nuclear Zr cladding alloys in-service. The stabilisation of 

metastable c-ZrO2 in this region can be explained wholly by the accumulation of 

irradiation damage induced by energetic fission fragments.  

3. Oxides on the outer Zr cladding surface are exposed to much lower irradiation damage 

rates compared with the inner surface, so irradiation-induced phase transformation 

and grain growth may not be obvious at low burnups (or damage dose). However, 

when designing new fuel cladding materials to achieve very high burnups, we must 

consider the possibility of both irradiation-induced stabilisation of metastable phases 

and the formation of voids as processes that can occur in the oxides that will form on 

both surfaces. Understanding these changes in oxide microstructure is important as 

they may lead to enhanced corrosion rates, and serve as one possible degradation 

mechanism limiting the achievable fuel burnup. 
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